FUN SHEET

THE ICE SKATER®

1. Let's learn to draw the QUARTER REST. It's EASY!

First, draw a SLANTED "Z." Then, add a little "c." AND, THERE IT IS: THE QUARTER REST!

Now, YOU draw some QUARTER RESTS in the three measures below!

2. Here are a series of HALF RESTS and WHOLE RESTS. Under each HALF REST, write a "H"; under each WHOLE REST, write a "W." DON'T BE TRICKED, they look almost the same!

MEMORY HELPER:
Half looks like a "hat."

WHOLE looks like a "hole."
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Write the letter names below the following notes to solve the MYSTERY MESSAGE!

\_LI\_ IN \_\_ ROSS TH\_ \_LU\_ WINT\_R I \_

\_O\_ S TH\_ \_\_ UTI\_UL SK\_ T\_ R. SH\_

SPINS \_N\_ TWIRLS WITH \_ \_S\_! ©
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THE ICE SKATER®

1. There is a NEW NOTE in THE ICE SKATER. Think & reason: If the second line in the HIGH STAFF is G, the space note ABOVE G would be ________.

2. There are many HARMONIC INTERVALS in THE ICE SKATER. “Harmonic” means “notes played at the SAME TIME.” Write the letter names below these HARMONIC INTERVALS. TRICK: One measure does NOT contain a HARMONIC INTERVAL. Circle that measure!

   In these measures, ONE NOTE is REPEATED. What note is it?
   (G or F?)

3. These notes are found in THE ICE SKATER. Write the letter names below these notes:

When you go to the piano, play all of the above notes THREE TIMES. Then, play the notes once for you teacher. How well did you do? ________
THE ICE SKATER

(orchestrated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)

Not Fast

* SLUR MARK
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* Long, curved lines over or under different notes are called SLUR MARKS or PHRASE MARKS. They tell you to play SMOOTHLY!